**Path for file upload can't be changed**

Status
- Open

Subject
Path for file upload can't be changed

Version
8.x

Category
- Error
- Consistency

Feature
Administration
File Gallery (elFinder or standard UI)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
dialogik

Lastmod by
dialogik

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
I'm am experiencing a severe problem about my files upload path: I once must have set the path to the absolute path "/files/uploads". When I now try to

- change the path to a relative path like "files/uploads" or ".files/uploads"
- change the path to the correct abs path like "/var/htdocs/wiki/files/uploads"
- change the file storage to database

nothing else happens. It keeps trying (and failing) to upload to the path "/files/uploads". The only workaround currently was to create the path "/files/uploads" so that tiki can upload files into that directory (what really strikes me, I don't want a /files directory in my root). But even after this workaround I cannot change my path or change to database storage.

Please help. Thanks.

Importance
9 high
Easy to solve?
4
Priority
36

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments
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Workaround: symbolic link (ln -s) from /files to /wiki/files – but not to be considered as permanent solution.
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